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These training guides have been assembled
with help and support of many of my Odyssey
colleagues and CCI staff. My thanks to
everyone for help and support.
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Coaches Training: Overview
• This training guide is specific to providing a Coach guidance related to
registering for and participating in a Virtual Odyssey Tournament.
• Since everything is being done online there are some additional
screens and steps the Coach needs to be aware of.
• As much as possible the traditional registration and team login
screens were kept the same. Some additional selections were added.
• The next 8 slides will review the membership and tournament
registration steps.
• They will be followed by details on what to expect for
communications from the judging team and how to reply.
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Team
Registration
Details – National
Membership
• Step 1: National
Membership Registration
• Step 2: National
Membership login shared
with team coaches
• Step 3: Coach logs into
the member area using
the Membership login
• Step 4: Coach selects
“Team Registration”
• This team registration
step is often done by a
School Coordinator
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Team Registration Details –
Team Registration
• Scroll down to
“Register a new team”.
• Select the tournament.
• Select the Prob / Div.
• Click Next.
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Team Registration Details –
Register for Competition
• Coach will see the usual competition
registration screens.
• Example here of contact data screen.
• Reminder, only the Primary Coach’s
email will be used for communication
from the OdysseyHQ system.
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Team Registration Details –
Register for Competition
• Coach will see the usual competition
registration screens.
• Example here of team member
registration screen.
• Click Next.
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Team Registration Details –
Register for competition
• Registration Complete
confirmation.
• Confirmation email sent.
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Team Registration Details –
Register for competition
• Almost done.
• Confirmation screen.

• Check the Terms and
Conditions box.
• Click Next Step.
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Team Registration Details –
Register for competition
• Confirmation email.
• Every association
email will be
different.
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Team Registration Details –
Coach redirected to Team Member Resources
• Coach and Team now has
access to all the team
resources.
• Scroll down to Team Login
details.
• Login as Team to see team
resources and details.
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Coaches Training: Team Login

• This screen is what the Coach
will see with a Team login.
• Select Competition Record.
• Competition record screen is
where Coach will enter the
team’s urls.
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Coaches Training:
entering url data
• Right hand column is the list of
4 urls. Coach should
copy/paste urls into each field.
• Make sure urls are publicly
accessible:
• Judges will be accessing each
item provided by a url
• Judge can be anywhere worldwide.

• URLs can be hosted on any file
sharing platform of team’s
choosing that is accessible in
the host site's geographical
area.
• There will be a separate Guide
for how to assemble the files
the urls point to.
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Coaches Training: Communication with PRO
• New to the Virtual Tournament judging team is the role of PRO
( Paperwork Review Official ).

• The PRO will be the first judging team contact the team Coach will have.
• The first week of the tournament is reserved for the PRO to:

• Check and make sure all urls are publicly accessible.
• Check all the paperwork to be sure it is usable and ready to be used by the judging team.
• If the PRO finds a problem the team Coach will receive a notification email with the
feedback. The Coach should not respond to the email. A reply will not be seen.
• The Coach should resolve the issue raised.
• The Coach should use the Team login to leave a reply for the PRO.
• The PRO will send a confirmation to all coaches when all the URLs are OK.
• See the next page for details.
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Coaches Training: Communication with PRO
• To see the feedback left by
the PRO, select “Team
Paperwork Review Status”.
• Long Term Only.
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Coaches Training:
Communication
with PRO
• The Coach should resolve
the issue raised.
• The Coach should send the
PRO a reply when the
update is complete or if
they have a question.
• If any of the posted items
are changed after posting,
the Coach should send the
PRO a reply to let them
know.
• Just fill in the Reply block
and click “Reply”.
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Coaches Training:
Communication with PRO
• Example email To
Coach, From PRO.
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Coaches Training: Communication with HJ
• Just like at an In-Person competition the HJ ( Head Judge ) is the
leader of the judging team.

• HJ may send the team Coach a message if needed.
• When the team has been judged and scored the HJ will send the team Coach
a notification email that will have the Raw Scores Report and the judge’s
comments.
• The team Coach will have up to 48 hours to reply if needed. Do not reply to
the notification email received. Coach needs to use Team Login to see the
message left and to provide a reply there.
• All communication with HJ and judging team is done thru the team login.

• Long Term Only.
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Coaches Training:
Communication with HJ
• Example notification email
To Coach, From HJ.
• Under Raw Score Conversation

• Coach will see any comments from HJ.
• Click on raw score pdf to open the Coach
copy of the Raw Score Report.

• Under OM-a-Note will be the feedback
from the members of the judging team.
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Coaches Training: Communication with HJ
• To view this in the Member
Area and reply to the HJ login
and select “Team Raw Score
Page”.
• LT Only.
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Coaches Training:
Communication with HJ
• This page shows the same information as
the notification email received.
• Use the Raw Scores Reply to send any
messages back to the HJ.
• The system will send the HJ a notification
when “Reply” is clicked.
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Coaches Training: Spontaneous
• To compete in the Spontaneous
Problem, the Coach / Team log
into the Team Area.
• There are 2 Spontaneous
options available.
• “Spontaneous Practice”
• “Spontaneous Competition”.

• The Spontaneous Competition
option will only be available
during the spontaneous
competition window for your
tournament.
• To see how the competition
screens look and work use the
“Spontaneous Practice” option.
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Coaches Training: Spontaneous Practice
• To experience the online
spontaneous problem
process, select
“Spontaneous Practice”.
• This provides the team an
opportunity to see exactly
how the spontaneous
system works.
• You may use it multiple
times.
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Coaches Training: Spontaneous Practice / Competition
• When either
Practice or
Competition
are selected
this screen will
appear.
• Read all the
directions
carefully
before clicking
“Start
Spontaneous
Practice.”
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Coaches Training: Spontaneous Practice / Competition
• There are two basic approaches for a
team to get together online to
participate in a Spontaneous Practice
or Competition. There are many
variations which we will not go into
here.
• Approach 1: Using a teleconference
tool

• Pick a teleconference tool like Zoom or
something similar.
• Coach gets all team members
connected together and shares their
desktop so all team members can see it.
• Coach logs into the team area.

• Approach 2: All team members
log-in separately

• Coach and each team member individually log
into the Team Area.
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Coaches Training: Spontaneous Practice / Competition
• Approach 1: Using a teleconference
tool

• Pick a teleconference tool like Zoom or
something similar.
• Coach gets all team members
connected together and shares their
desktop so all team members can see it.
• Coach logs into the team area.
• Coach selects the “Start Spontaneous
Practice” button.
• Only the Coach can enter responses.
• Team members see what is on the
Coach’s screen.
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Coaches Training: Spontaneous Practice / Competition
• Approach 2: All team members log-in
separately

• The Coach and each team member
individually log into the Team Area.
• The Coach instructs each team member to
click on “Real time spontaneous response
view”. The view area appears when the
Coach starts the Competition.

• After each team member confirms they
have the view page visible,
the Coach can click on “Start Spontaneous
Practice”
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Coaches Training: Spontaneous Practice
• When the Coach clicks on
the “Start Spontaneous
Practice” button, they will
get a pop-up asking if
they are sure they are
ready to start.
• Once the session starts, it
CAN NOT be stopped.
• For Competition, once
the team starts the
spontaneous
competition, it can not be
stopped or reset. This is a
onetime event.
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Coaches Training:
Spontaneous Practice
• The practice screen looks just like the
actual competition screen.
• You see the spontaneous problem at the
top of the screen in RED Text. Read it
carefully.
• Below the Problem is the timer. Team
has 20 mins to fill in it’s answers.
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Coaches Training:
Spontaneous Practice
• Below the timer you see a series of blank
response fields.
• Each field is numbered.
• The number of fields depends on the
problem.
• The fields area scrolls so the team has
more response slots than are visible.
• The coach can scroll thru the response
fields area while still leaving the problem
description and timer visible.
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Coaches Training:
Spontaneous Practice
• The coach can type responses into each
field.

• Only one “Coach” connection is
permitted.
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Coaches Training:
Spontaneous Practice
• For the second connection
approach, the team member
screen will show the responses
as the Coach types them in.
• The team member can scroll up
and down to see all the
responses.
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Coaches Training:
Spontaneous Practice
• The Coach may only record the team’s
responses.
• Only team members may decide which
responses are recorded.
• Responses may be changed if time
allows.
• If the team finishes before the timer
“runs-out” they can click on the “Submit
& Close” button.
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Coaches Training:
Spontaneous Practice
• When the practice session has
timed-out or the “Submit & Close”
button is clicked, you will see this
screen.
• If you click “Submit & Close”, you will
see a Confirmation window pop-up,
once you say “OK”, session is
complete.
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Coaches Training:
Spontaneous Practice
• To repeat a Practice session you will
need to Reset your session.
• Click on the “Go back to team area”.
• Click on “Spontaneous Practice” again.
• You will see an Alert saying the practice
session is over, click on the “X”.

• At the bottom of the page, click on
“Reset spontaneous timer”.
• You can now repeat the practice session.
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Coaches Training: Spontaneous Competition
• Now that the
team has been
thru practice and
is ready, time to
select
“Spontaneous
Competition”.
• Read all the
directions
carefully before
clicking “Start
Spontaneous
Competition.”
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Coaches Training: Spontaneous Competition
• When the Coach
clicks on the “Start
Competition” button,
they will get a popup asking if they are
sure they are ready
to start.
• Once the session
starts, it CAN NOT be
stopped. It is a onetime event. Make
sure all the team
members are ready!
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Coaches Training:
Spontaneous
Practice
• When either the “Submit & Close” button is clicked or the timer expires, the
team’s responses are saved. You are done.
• If, during the spontaneous competition session the coach loses their internet
connection.
•
•
•
•

They should quickly reconnect to the spontaneous competition screen.
The timer keeps running.
You can reconnect and keep going.
Make sure you have a good internet connection before starting your team’s spontaneous
competition session.

• The team should practice using the competition screens to determine how
they are most effective at sharing ideas and responses so team members do
not talk over each other and answers are clearly heard and recorded. Make
effective use of the 20 mins.
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Coach: Wrap-up
• This guide is intended to provide Team Coaches the details needed to
navigate and use the Odyssey HQ system.
• This guide is part of a collection of user guides. Please check the
Odyssey of the Mind website for all the available guides. Contact
info@odysseyofthemind.com if you need something not listed.
• If there are any further questions about this guide, please contact:
• info@odysseyofthemind.com, OR
• spontaneous@odysseyofthemind.com , OR
• JeffCarter@odysseyofthemind.com
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